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ABSTRACT
Measurements have been made of the period and the
logarithmic decrement of pairs of cylinders oscillating at
high amplitudes in liquid helium II between 2.17°K and 1.2°K.
Both of these quantities are found to be constant for
amplitudes less than a critical amplitude A c which can be
2
1/M
expressed by Ac - 1.12 (a Tve f f )
where a is the cylinder
radius,

t

I s the period of oscillation, and veff, is an

effective kinematic viscosity which is set equal to the
kinematic viscosity of the normal fluid (vn > close to the
lambda point, but is a very weak function of temperature.
At amplitudes greater than AQ there is an Increase in the
log decrement and a decrease- in the period which correspond
to changes in the added mass coefficient k and the damping
coefficient k 1.

These changes are related to the relative

amplitude R by Ak' * .17R2 for R
1 < R < 2.2.

> 1 and Ak * -.077R^ for

Comparison with the results of similar

experiments in ordinary liquids shows that at temperatures
close to the lambda point (T > 2.1°K), the changes in k and
k' are due to the normal fluid only.

At lower temperatures

(T ~1.3°K), a significant portion of the superfluid takes
part with the normal fluid in producing these changes.
The interaction between the two fluids is characterized
by the weak temperature dependence of v eff and by an
vii

viii
effective density

introduced to make Ak* and Ak

independent of temperature.

This

is found to be

independent of amplitude, which shows that the fraction of
superfluid involved is not dependent on velocity; however,
the fraction of superfluid which contributes to
found to be inversely proportional to the period

is
t.

An

attempt is made to show how some of these results may be
due to the creation of quantized vortex lines in the
superfluid.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The force on a cylinder performing large amplitude
translational oscillations along a diameter has been
measured in liquid helium II in an effort to observe a
breakdown of superfluidity.

The measurements were made

using the cylinder-pair oscillator shown In Fig. 1; this
body was made to oscillate about a vertical axis by means
of a torsion pendulum.

The inertial part of the force

(i.e., the part proportional to the acceleration of the
cylinder) was obtained from measurements of the period;
the dissipative part of the force (i.e., the part propor
tional to the velocity of the cylinder) was obtained from
observations of the logarithmic decrement.

Both the magni

tude and the phase of the resultant force on the cylinder
can be calculated from these two quantities.
The motivation for this undertaking is that, although
much information has been gathered concerning the break
down of superfluidity for the oscillation of solids of
revolution about the axis of rotation (fluid motion con
fined to a thin boundary layer with the normal fluid alone
in motion at small amplitudes), no high amplitude measure
ments have been done for a translatlonally oscillating
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1

Table. 1
Dimensions of the Oscillators
See Fig. 1 for notation; these dimensions are corrected
for thermal contraction to the temperature of liquid helium.
*

In cm
Oscillator

a

h

rl

c

t

No. 1

0.6354

2.0114

6.0461

2.6676

0.05370

No. 2

0.1595

1.9797

5.2288

2.6698

0.06120

No. 3

0.14872

1.3221

5.1956

2.3059

0.06926

3

4

body, which sets the entire fluid (both normal and
superfluid) into motion at all amplitudes.
There is, however, one drawback to this investigation:
the lack of a high amplitude solution for ordinary fluids.
For the case of a body oscillating in a viscous fluid, the
Navier-Stokes equation which governs the motion has been
solved with rigor only by neglecting the non-linear convec
tion term (v * grad v ) .

There are two conditions necessary

for the neglect of the non-linear term1 :

the viscous

penetration depth (defined in Part A) and the amplitude of
*

the oscillation must be small compared to the characteristic
dimension of the body (radius of the cylinder). Neglecting
2
the non-linear term, Stokes was able to solve the equations
of motion for the oscillating cylinder.

He found that the

Induced mass (inertial part of the force) and the logarith
mic decrement are functions only of the cylinder dimensions,
the period, and the fluid properties, and should be inde
pendent of the oscillation amplitude.

However, these

results are valid only when the convection term is neg
ligible.

Thus, in our experiment any effects caused by a

breakdown of superfluidity could be obscured by a departure
from the criteria for the neglect of the convection term.

1L, D. Landau and E. M. Llfshltz, Fluid Mechanics,
(Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley, 1959),
0.
0. Stokes, Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc., 9, part 2, 8
(1851); Mathematical and Physical Papers (Cambridge:
University Egress. 1880-1905J, ITT. 1.

5
Careful attention must therefore be given to the
experimental results for large amplitude oscillations In
ordinary fluids.
This Introductory chapter Includes the following:
(A) a statement of previous results for the low amplitude
oscillation of a cylinder in ordinary liquids and In liquid
helium II; (B) a summary of results for bodies oscillating
at high amplitudes In ordinary viscous fluids; (C) a
summary of experimental results for the high amplitude
oscillation of bodies in liquid helium; and (D) a discussion
of some of the more successful models which explain the
breakdown of superfluidity.
A.

Previous Results for Low Amplitude Oscillations
1.

Theory

The hydrodynamic laws which govern the motion of
Incompressible viscous fluids are:
f - p|^- - p(v*grad)v ■ grad p - nV2v
and

div v ■ 0

(1 .1 )
(1 .2 )

Equation (1.1) is the Navier-Stokes equation, In which f
Is an external body force, p is the pressure, v is the
fluid velocity, p is the fluid density, and n Is the fluid
viscosity.

Equation (1.2) is the equation of continuity

for an Incompressible fluid.

6
In 1851 0. Q. Stokes3 applied the above equations to
the problem of an Infinite cylinder performing undamped,
low amplitude, translational oscillations in a viscous
fluid.
Stuart

His solution has been expressed In modern terms by
4

and by Hussey and Vujacic.

force which a

v Is c o u b

5

The expression for the

fluid exerts on unit length of a

circular cylinder of radius a can be written as:
4H1
(1 )(ima)
]v
P - - M 1vm2[1 ---- i-ryr
ima H^ ;(ima)

(1-3)

where M' is the mass of fluid displaced by unit length of
the cylinder, v is the cylinder velocity given by v ■
c exp (vm2t), (c is a constant), \> is the fluid kinematic
viscosity, m is a quantity defined by vm2 ■ iu, <u is the— ,
angular frequency, and
tion of the first kind.

is the n-th order Hankel func
Stokes stated his solution in the

form:

3lbld.r 3 8 .
T. Stuart, "Unsteady Boundary Layers," Ch. VII,
p. 390 of Laminar Boundary Layers. Ed. L. Rosenhead,
(Oxford:
Clarendon Press, lj?o3) •
^R. Q. Hussey and P. Vujaclc, Private Communication,
(to be published); see also J. M. Reynolds, R. Q. Hussey,
D. P. Thibodeaux, B. E. Tucker, R. P. Poise, "The Oscilla
tlon of Cylinders and Spheres in Liquid Helium II."
Technical Documentary Report No. ML TDR 64-314 (Air Force
Materials Laboratory; Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio, 1964),
21.

7

P - -M*[kx + wk*x]

(1.4)

where k la the added or* Induced mass coefficient, k' la
4

*

the damping coefficient, x la the cylinder acceleration,
and x la the cylinder velocity.

Thua, the effect of a

viscous fluid on an oscillating cylinder la to increase
■
Its effective maaa by kM' and to exert a dissipative or

*

damping force proportional to the velocity with coefficient
wk'M*.

Stokes found the constants k and k' to be functions

of the cylinder radius a and the viscous penetration depth
X ■

/2v7w.

For the quantity a//2 X > 4.0, the coefficients

k and k' may be expressed In the form of power series In
X/a, the first three terms of which are:
k - 1 + (2x/a) + (X3/8a 3)

(1.5)

k* - (2X/a) + (x2/a2 ) - (x3/8a 3)

(1.6)

For 0.1 < a//7 x < 4.0, k and k* are given in tabular form
in Stokes original paper.^

Likewise, It can be seen from

(1.5) and (1.6) that for a non-viscous fluid ( X * 0 ) , k * l
and k' - 0 in agreement with the results of potential theory.
Hussey and Vujacic^ have calculated the effect of
damping on k and k*.

They find that for damped harmonic

motion of log decrement 2*6 , both k* and (k-1 ) are Increased
above Stokes* values by the factor 1 + (6/2).

^Stokes, 0£. c l t .. 53.

Such a

8
correction is negligibly small*for liquid helium work, and
will not be considered further here.
2.

Experimental Verification in Ordinary Fluids
a.

Added Mass

T. E. Stelson,^ Yee-Tak Yu,® and Q. R. Kimball^ have
measured the added mass of cylinders oscillating in various
fluids; their results can be compared with Stokes viscousfluid theory.

Stelson used a mechanical device to oscillate

cylinders vertically in water.

His results for the added

mass fall slightly below the predictions of Stokes' theory,
a result which he attributes to an end effect.

Yu's

measurement of the added mass of a pair of cylinders
oscillating as a torsion pendulum in water also showed
evidence of such an end effect, which when taken into
account showed the added mass to be in good agreement with
Stokes' prediction.
Kimball, using oscillators similar to the one shown
in Fig. 1, has performed torsion pendulum experiments in
water, carbon tetrachloride, aniline, and isopropyl alcohol.
He found that, for small oscillation amplitudes, the

7
'T. E. Stelson, D.Sc. Dissertation, Carnegie Inst.
Tech. (1952); see also T. E. Stelson and F. T. Mavis,
Proc. Am. S o c . Civ. Engr., Engr. Mech. Div., 81, no. 670
(April, 1955).
8Yee-Tak Yu, J. Appl. Phys. 1^., 66 (1942).
V

R. Kimball, unpublished M.S. Thesis, Louisiana
State University (1965).

9
deviation of the experimental added mass from Stokes*
theory was less than 2% for half-inch diameter cylinders
and less than 10? for quarter-inch cylinders; these
deviations were considered, to be within experimental
error.

However, Kimball found no evidence of a consistent

end effect.
b.

Log Decrement

Stuart and Woodgate,10 Richardson and Talt,11 and
Kimball,^ have measured the log decrement of cylinders In
various fluids In order to test Stokes' theory.

Stuart

and Woodgate have observed the damping in air of a cylinder
oscillating as a physical pendulum about one end.

For

very small vibrations (linear displacement of the free end
less than one-tenth the diameter), the log decrement Is
constant; the value of k' calculated from the log decrement
Is within 2% of Stokes' prediction.

Richardson and Talt

studied the damping of a rod fixed at one end and vibrating
in various fluids; their results were also in fair agreement
with Stokes' theory.
Kimball, in the experiment mentioned above, also
measured the log decrement of the cylinder-pair oscillator.
He found that, for small oscillations, the experimental

10J. T. Stuart and L. Woodgate, Phil. Mag., 4£, 40 (1955"?1:LE. Q. Richardson and R. I. Talt, Ost. Ing.-Archlv,
8, 200 (1954).

10
log decrement deviated from Stokes' theory by less than
1 .5? for half-inch cylinders and by less than 5* for
quarter-inch cylinders.
3.

Experimental Verification in Liquid Helium II
12
R. Q. Hussey
observed the added mass and the log
—

■

decrement of the cyllnder-palr oscillator (see again
Fig. 1) oscillating at low amplitudes in liquid helium II.
The results could be interpreted-entirely within the
framework of the two-fluid model, with the superfluid
contribution that of a perfect classical fluid (k*l, k'*0 ),
and the normal fluid contribution given by Stokes' theory.
Both the period and the log decrement were found to be
independent of amplitude, which indicates that the critical
velocity was not exceeded.
4.

Conclusion

In general, the experimental evidence obtained with
small amplitude oscillations agrees well with Stokes'
theory for an oscillating cylinder.

This is by no means a

trivial result.

For example, a similar theory developed
2
by Stokes for an oscillating sphere, predicts added mass

12

R. G. Hussey, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
Louisiana State University (1962).

11
and damping coefficients which are considerably lower than
IQ
15
those observed experimentally.
*
B.

High Amplitude Oscillations In Ordinary Fluids

The discussion of previous work done on high amplitude
oscillations In viscous fluids will be divided into two
sections:

section 1 deals with theoretical predictions about

the onset of secondary flows for bodies oscillating at large
amplitudes In ordinary fluids; section 2 treats some experi
mental results obtained for cylinders oscillating at high
amplitudes in ordinary fluids.
1.
a*

Theory

Secondary Flow for an Oscillating Disk

Rosenblat1^ has obtained an approximate solution of
the Navler-StokeB equation for an oscillating disk by
expanding the velocity components as a power series in the
amplitude.

The moment of the force on the dlBk has been

corrected by using first- and third-order approximations
to the transverse velocity.

These .solutions Indicate that,

^ H . L. Dryden, F. D. Murnaghan, H, Bateman,
Hydrodynamics (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1956),
11(L. Marty, J. de Phys. et Radium (Paris) 6 , 373
(1935).
15
«J. M. Reynolds,
, o p . c i t .. 5.
16S. Rosenblat, J. Fluid Mech., 6 , 206 (1959).

12

besides the conventional circumferential flow In the
boundary layer about the disk, there Is alBO a steady flow
along the axis of rotation onto the faces of the disk and
then radially outward.

The corrected value for the torque

on the disk Is given by
|L’| - |L|(1 - .101 e*)

(1.7)

where L' is the corrected torque including third order
effects, L Is the first order torque, and 6 is the ampli
tude of oscillation In radians.

Equation (1.7) Indicates

that If the phase of the torque does not change appreciably,
both the period and damping will decrease with increasing
Q
amplitudes.
Such effects were observed by Kimball.
Obviously, the effects are quite small for small amplitude
oscillations.
b.

Secondary Flow For a Sphere Oscillating
About a Diameter

17
Carrier and di Prima ' have performed a similar
calculation for a sphere oscillating about a diameter.
Their results also indicate a secondary radial-axial flow
for the sphere.

The corrected value for the torque on the

sphere is given by

17

G.
2£, 601 (1956).

F. Carrier and R. C. di Prima, J. Appl, Mech.,

13

|Lf| - |L|(1 + 0.015 e2).

(1.8)

Note that the effect of the secondary radial-axial flow on
the motion of the sphere Is to Increase its period and
damping at the higher amplitudes.
c.

Acoustic Streaming for a Translatlonally
Oscillating Cylinder

Schllchting

lfi

has applied bcuidary layer theory to the

case of a cylinder performing oscillations along a diameter
In a viscous fluid.

As a first order solution he found a

fluctuating shear layer close to the body, while for
second-order he found a steady flow which was non-vanishing
at large distances from the cylinder (I.e., outside of the
boundary layer).

This steady flow, which is directed away

from the cylinder along the direction of motion, is called
acoustic streaming, and has been observed experimentally by
Schllchting

lfi

and others.

The difficult problem of calcu

lating the force on the cylinder at high amplitudes has not
yet been solved.

l8

H.
Schllchting, Boundary Layer Theory (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1955) 19$ -

14
2.
a.

Experimental Results
Cyllnder-Palr Oscillator

Q
Kimball,7 using the cyllnder-palr oscillator discussed
earlier, has measured k and k' (the Inertial and damping
coefficients of Stokes' theory)

as functions of amplitude

up to linear amplitudes of 2 cm. from the rest position.
He has determined the parametric dependences of the critical
amplitude (A') at which the coefficients cease to be conv

stant.

(The parameters of the experiment are the radius of

the cylinder, the period of oscillation of the cylinder, and
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.)

Kimball found that

A' ■ (a x )1^ 2 , where a is the cylinder radius and X Is the
viscous penetration depth.

Subsequent experiments have

shown that A£ Is dependent on the value of the low ampli
tude log decrement for decrements greater than about 0 .1 .
Kimball observed that above the critical amplitude,
the increase in the coefficient k' with increasing ampli
tude is governed by the empirical relation:
k«(A) - k' - Ak’ - [(A - A')/2a] j/2
Q

C

(1.9)

where k'(A) is evaluated at the amplitude A, and k£ is the
low amplitude constant value in agreement with Stokes'
theory.

For increasing amplitude, the added mass coef

ficient k was observed to decrease from its constant low
amplitude value until It reached a minimum, after which it
began increasing.

The value of the minimum is greatly

15
affected by the closeness of the cylindrical boundary to
the two cylinders.

This last effect may be related to the

acoustic streaming discussed earlier.
b.

Other High Amplitude Results

Stuart and Woodgate,10 in their measurements of the
damping of a long pendulum-like oscillating cylinder, found
that above a certain amplitude (about one-tenth the cylin
der diameter) the log decrement began to increase linearly
with the oscillation amplitude.

They have shown that the

linear dependence of the decrement on amplitude can be
explained by a dissipative force which varies as the square
of the cylinder velocity.
la
Keulegan and Carpenter * have performed experiments
measuring the forces on a stationary cylinder in a bath
oscillating sinusoidally up to high amplitudes.

Their

measurements of the inertial and drag coefficients of the
forces showed the former to decrease and the latter to In
crease with increasing amplitudes of oscillation in
qualitative agreement with Kimball.

Motion pictures of

the flow showed that at higher amplitudes separation of
the fluid from the cylinders and the shedding of vortices
occurred.

^ G . H. Keulegan and L, H. Carpenter, J. Res. Nat. Bur.
Stand., 60, 423 (May, 1958).

16
3.

Discussion

In general, for any body oscillating in a viscous
fluid, the inertial and dissipative forces are constant
for only small amplitude oscillations.

For some particular

oscillating solids of revolution (disks and spheres) per
forming rotational oscillations, the change in the torque
on the body at high amplitudes has been derived theoreti
cally, but the direction of the change depends on the
shape (Increase for spheres, decrease for disks).
Although no theory has been derived for the force on a
body performing high amplitude translational oscillations
in a viscous fluid, there is experimental evidence of a
dependence of the force on amplitude at the higher ampli
tudes.

A qualitative explanation can be given for the

observed change in damping.

For the case of the oscil

lating cylinder at very high amplitudes, the increase In
the log decrement can be explained by an increased pres
sure drag due to the phenomenon of separation.

That is,

the separation behind the cylinder no longer balances the
normal forces on the forward side of the cylinder, thus
causing an increased drag force impeding the motion.

The

amplitude dependence of the period may be related to
acoustic streaming in the following way:

That part of m e

period caused by the added mass phenomena is due to the
kinetic energy of the entire fluid even at large distances
from the cylinder.

Acoustic streaming may serve to

17
decrease the instantaneous kinetic energy of the fluid and
thus may be the cause of the decrease in period observed
at high amplitudes.
c*

High Amplitude Oscillations in Liquid Helium

The two-fluid model of liquid helium II was used in
part A to Interpret the results of a cylinder oscillating
at small amplitudes in helium II.

However, the concept of
«

liquid helium II consisting of two non-lnteractlng flow
components is valid only for small velocities.

After a

certain critical velocity is reached, the two fluids begin
to Interact.

The onset of this interaction is marked by

the appearance of additional dissipative effects.

Much

speculation still exists about the exact mechanism of the
interaction.
The following paragraphs are devoted to a discussion
of some of the more significant critical velocity experi
ments dealing with bodies oscillating at high amplitudes
in liquid helium II.

In general, these experiments

measure the dependence of the critical velocity on the
period of oscillation and on the helium II temperature
( i.e., on the relative concentration of superfluid).

18
1.

Experimental Studies

Hollls-Hallett,20 Gamtsemlldze,21 and Taylor and Dash22
have studied critical velocity effects for disks oscil■"lating In helium II.

23
Benson and Hollls-Hallett J haye.

performed similar experiments with a sphere oscillating
about Its vertical axis In helium I and II.

In all of

these experiments the log decrement was measured as a
function of amplitude In order to determine the velocity
at which an extra damping appeared.

Hollls-Hallett also

measured the period of oscillation versus amplitude of a
single disk and a pile of equally spaced disks; Gamtsemlldze,
and Taylor and Dash studied the effects of surface rough
ness on the critical velocities of the disks; and Taylor
and Dash studied the dependence of the critical velocities
on the helium bath size.

20A. C. Hollls-Hallett, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 210. 404
(1952).
21G, A. Gamtsemlldze, Soviet Physics JETP, 37, 678
(I960).
22

R. D. Taylor and J. G. Dash, Low Temperature Physics
and Chemistry. Ed. J. R. Dillinger (Madison:
tfniv. of
Wisconsin Press, 1958), 164.
23C . B. Benson and A. C. Hollls-Hallett, Can. J. Phys.
2i, 668 (1956).

19
Superfluid breakdown Is accompanied by an extra
2 ll
attenuation of second sound. Bablldze
used this fact
to detect critical velocities In an oscillating hollow
cylinder filled with liquid helium II.

Second sound

waves were set up along the axis and attenuation was
measured as >a function of the velocity of the periphery.
Anglin and Benson2** also used a different technique; they
measured directly the velocity of an oscillating cylinder
as It passed through Its rest position, instead of Infer
ring the velocity from amplitude observations.
With the exception of Anglin and Benson*s work, all
of these experiments measured the "critical amplitude"
*

(In radians), above which the log decrement (second

sound attenuation for Bablldze*s experiment) began to
increase.

The "critical velocity" vQ was then obtained

from the relation v
R is the

V

■ 2wR$ /t, where
*w

t

is the period and

radius of the oscillating body.
2.
a.

Results

Period Dependence

There is a considerable variation In the observed
period dependence of the critical velocity.

Benson and

24R. A. Bablldze, Soviet Physics JETP 16, 1^76 (1963).
2^F. Anglin and C. B. Benson, Proc. VII th Int. Conf.
on Low Temp. Physics. Eds. Graham and Hollls-Hallett
TToronto:
University Press, 1961), 558.

20
Hollls-Hallett, using the sphere, find v Q «

-0

Hollls-Hallett*s disk results give vc «
and Benson's data is fit best by vQ «

t

*5

t

and Anglin

-0 4

* .

However,

Oamtsemlidze, Bablldze, and Taylor and Dash find that v Q
is Independent of the period.
b.

Temperature Dependence

There is less difference In the observed temperature
dependence of the critical velocity.

Hollls-Hallett's

original disk experiment gives v„ « p.

-1/3
'J , where

V

O

B

is

the superfluid density; Oamtsemlidze, and Benson and
Hollis-Hallett find v„
« P.”1^2
; Taylor and Dash find a
C
B
similar dependence, but the exponent of p_ varies between
(- 1/2 and -1/4) depending on the disk radius and the
period; Anglin and Benson's data support the weaker
temperature dependence, v_ « p_
C

c.

-1/4

B

Other Results

Several other peculiar effects were observed in these
experiments.

Benson and Hollls-Hallett observed a second

critical amplitude 4t which was much larger than 4C > they
attributed the higher critical amplitude to the onset of
ordinary fluid turbulence.

Oamtsemlidze, and Taylor and

Dash observed that a roughening of the disk surface low
ered the critical velocity; Taylor and Dash also found
the critical velocity to depend inversely upon the size
of the helium bath; Bablldze correlated the excess

21
attenuation of second sound (Ay ) with the velocity of the
periphery v and the critical velocity vc by the relation
« (y-vrt) ^ 2 ; Anglin and Benson [A. and B.], and Taylor
c
and Dash [T. and D.3 have found evidence of a relaxation
time characteristic of the fluid (varying between 1.6 sec
at 2 .0°K. [A. and B. 3, and 20 sec at 1.29°K. [T. and D.3)
which might explain uncertainties in the period dependence;
finally, Bablldze measured two distinct decay times for
vortex lines in helium II at 1.6°K. (t ^ * 14.2 sec, and
t2 * 2.1 sec).
3.

Summary

The results for the period and temperature dependence
may be summarized by the following relation:
v„C « p8 “P T"q
where

1/4 < p < 1/2

and

0 < q < 1/2.

(1.10)

The inverse dependence of v_ on> p
C

8

indicates that a

breakdown of superfluidity is more easily attained for a
greater concentration of superfluid.
evidence of Welber

26

The experimental

Indicates that v Q must depend on

implying that q muBt be non-zero.

t

,

Welber has observed no

change in the log decrement of a high-frequency

26B. Welber, Phys. Rev. 119, 1816 (i960).
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(32.4 kc/sec), torsionally oscillating, quartz cylinder
over a velocity ranging from 0.1 cm/sec jfljj 25 cm/sec;
whereas, for low frequency oscillating experiments,

21

velocities are reached in a range between 0.1 cm/sec
and 0.9 cm/sec.
Atkins2^ has obtained a correlation of several
different critical velocity experiments, including the
oscillating body experiments.

He finds that at a fixed

temperature the quantity vQd is almost constant, where d
is the characteristic dimension of the experiment.
relation is found to hold for d > 10"^ cm.

This

If the

characteristic dimension is the penetration depth x , then
it follows that vc « x*1^2 in agreement with Eq. (1,10).
Since X * 10“5 cm for Welber's experiment, Atkins'
correlation explains why vc > 25 cm/sec.
D.

Models for Superfluid Breakdown

The following paragraphs will be devoted to a
discussion of the more successful physical and mathematical
models proposed to explain and predict the breakdown of
superfluidity.

2?K. R. Atkins, Liquid Helium (Cambridge:
Press, 1959), 200.

University
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1.

Mechanisms of the Interaction
a.

Quantized Vortices

Thus far the most successful physical model proposed
for the breakdown of superfluidity is the creation In the
superfluid of elementary excitations called quantized
vortex lines.

The existence of these vortex lines was

first suggested by Onsager
ically by Feynman.2^

28

and later developed theoret

The existence of vortex lines in the

superfluid is supported by quantitative agreement with a
number of experiments,30*31 inciu<iing on© in which a single
quantum of circulation has been detected.

In this

model, the critical velocity occurs when vortex lines are
created in the superfluid, or at least when the vortex line
density increases suddenly.

When the critical velocity is

2®L. Onsager, Nuovo Cimento 6, (Suppl. 2), 2^9 (19^9).
2*r . P. Feynman, Progress in Low Temperature Physics.
Vol. I, Ed. C. J. Gorter, (Amsterdam:
Morth Holland P u b .
Co., 1955), Ch. II.

3 °h . E. Hall, A d v . in P h y s . (Phil. Mag. Suppl.) £,
89 (I960).
3*w. F. Vinen, Progress in Low Temperature Physics.
Vol. Ill, Ed. C. J. Gorter, (limsterdam: North Holland
Pub. Co., 1961), Ch. I.
32W. F. Vinen, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(1961).

(London), A260, 218

33s, C. Whitmore and W. Zimmerman, Phys. Rev. Letters
1£, 389 (1965).
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exceeded, the vortex lines In the superfluld Interact with
the phonons and the rotons of the normal fluid causing the
observed Increase In dissipation,
Hollls-Hallett*s

20

observations of the period and log

decrement of the pile of disks oscillating at high ampli
tudes In helium II are In qualitative agreement with the
model.

At some critical amplitude both the period and the

decrement are seen to Increase, indicating that, at the
critical velocity, the superfluld (which was at rest with
respect to the disks) apparently becomes "entrained” with
the normal fluid (which was moving with the disks).

Thus,

the vortices in the superfluld supply the mechanism for
"entrainment
34
HallJ has applied the vortex line concept to
oscillating syBtemB In the following way:

he suggests

that the critical velocity occurs when the average dis
tance between vortex lines becomes comparable to the
penetration depth.

Using an expression for the vortex

line spacing obtained from other experiments, he obtains
surprisingly good quantitative agreement with the empiri
cal results of Donnelly and Hollls-Hallett (see section
D2a below).

If Hall's suggestion is correct, the best

agreement with experiment is obtained If the critical
velocity occurs when the average vortex spacing is 1/2
the penetration depth.

34H alll 0£. cit., 143.
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A detailed summary of the application of quantized
vortices to critical velocity experiments is contained In
a recent review article by Peshkov.
b.

Mutual Friction

A phenomenological model has been Introduced by
Gorter and M e l l i n k ^ to explain critical velocity effects
observed in thermal conduction of helium II through
capillaries.

They pointed out that the observed dependence

of heat current on temperature gradient could be explained
by a force of "mutual friction" between normal and super
fluid of the form

P sn * Apnps (vs - V

3-

(lal)

A is a temperature dependent parameter of the order of
50 cm sec/gm, and v Q and vn are the velocities of the
super and normal fluid components, respectively.
There is, however, some question as to the
applicability of the mutual friction force to oscillating
systems.

37
ZwannikenJ( has considered the effect of this

force on an oscillating disk and has predicted the

35V . p. Peshkov, Progress in Low Temperature Physics
Vol. IV, Ed. C. J. Gorter7 (Amsterdam:
North Hoilana Pub.
Co., 1964), Ch. I.
3^C. J. Gorter and J. H. Mellink, Physica 1J5, 285
(1949).
3^0. C. J. Zwanniken, Physica 16, 805 (1950).
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temperature dependence of the excess damping at a fixed
amplitude.

The agreement with experiment Is very poor:

the theory differs from experiment by as much as a factor
of ten at 1.2°K.38

However, Meservey39 has pointed out

that Zwannlken's calculation Is In error, for It assumes
as a first approximation that the superfluld velocity Is
zero in the supercritical region.

Thus, the question of

the validity of this mutual friction force for oscillating
systems Is still open.
c.
C. C. Lin

40

Lin*s Theory

has developed a macroscopic continuum

theory of liquid helium hydrodynamics which allows the
possibility of rotational flow of the superfluld.

One of

the main reasons for the introduction of the vortex line
concept has been to explain why the superfluld, which Is
supposedly capable only of lrrotatlonal flow, apparently
can be brought into rotation.

Lin has developed his

equations of motion for the superfluld using a variational
technique.

His solutions show that lrrotatlonal flow of

the superfluld is possible, but that It Is not necessary.

38Hollis-HallStt, 0£. clt., 420, 422,
39R. Meservey, Phys. Rev. 1 2 7 . 995 (1962).
C. Lin, Liquid Helium (Course XXI), Ed. G. Careri,
(New York and London:
Academic Press, 1963), 93.
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Thus, he has introduced an alternate non-linear boundary
condition allowing for the slip of the super component at
a wall, with the amount of slip determined by
litude of the motion.

the amp

At small amplitudes there is almost

complete slip of the fluid at the boundary (apparent
irrotatlonallty) and at high amplitudes the superfluld
component adheres to the wall (apparent non-irrotationality).
hi
R. J . G r i b b e n
has applied Lin's theory to the case
of an oscillating disk.

His results for the normalized

damping coefficient versus amplitude are in fair agreement
with the experimental results of Hollls-Hallett.

20

How

ever, Lin's theory does not give a quantitative prediction
for the critical velocity.
2.

Similarity Parameters
a.

Reynolds Number

Donnelly and HolliB-Hallett^2 [D. and H.-H.] have
defined an empirical similarity parameter which correlates
the critical velocities given by Hollis-Hallet's disk,

20

Benson and Hollls-Hallett’s^^ sphere, and also by Donnelly

R. J. Qrlbben, J. Math, and Phya. 15, 177, 189

(1961).
llO
R. J. Donnelly and A. C. Hollls-Hallett, Ann. of
Phys. I, 320 (1958).
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Jio
and Penrose1s
U-tube.

column of helium II oscillating in a

The two critical amplitudes discussed In part C

for the case of the oscillating sphere were also observed
for the U-tube experiment:

the higher critical amplitude,

♦t is associated with the onset of ordinary turbulence
and the lower critical amplitude, * , is associated with
the breakdown of superfluidity.

In both experiments the

log decrement is constant at amplitudes less than 4 _.
w

At

higher amplitudes the log decrement begins to Increase
until it again becomes constant, indicating that the superfluid has become totally entrained.

[D. and H.-H.] have

used this constant high amplitude decrement to calculate
the product (n
and n

s

p)

where p is the total density (p_ + p_)
B n

is an effective high amplitude viscosity greater

than nn , the normal fluid viscosity.
\j

They then compute

■ n /p which is the effective kinematic viscosity when

the superfluld is entrained.
[D. and H.-H,] find that for the case of the sphere
the onset of turbulertce (4^.) occurs at a critical Reynolds
number in which the characteristic dimension is the pene
tration depth.

This Reynolds number is
r

(w r4t )A
• -----1 — e
ve

(1.12)

li?
JR. J. Donnelly and 0. Penrose, Phys. Rev. 103,
1137 (1956).
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where

w le the angular frequency, r Is the radius of the

sphere, and x

* /2 v /w.

The value of R at the critical

amplitude is approximately 200.

An analogous Reynolds

number for the U-tube Is defined as
R -

(wh.)x
J— £
e

(1.13)

where h^ Is the critical height of oscillation in the
column analogous to (r*t ).

Again R has a critical value

of 200.
[D. and H.-H.] then proceed to obtain an analogous
similarity parameter to characterize 4 .

However, in

this case the results are not straight-forward and are
clearly empirical.

They find the following critical

Reynolds number for the breakdown of superfluidity:

Rns -

<e.f>„)1/2 <•*♦.)*„
— SS~
p
v
e

where XR * /2nn/ pnw » and

---- 2_a

(1.14)

for the disk and sphere

can be replaced by («hc ) for the U-tube.

Rng has the

following critical values for the different experiments:
Rns '

for the sPhere and U-tube, Rnfi * 14 for the single

disk, and Rns - 10 for the pile of disks.

Although there

is no particular physical meaning attached to Eq. (1.14),
there can be no doubt that it successfully correlates a
large amount of experimental data.

30
b.

Qorter Number

M e s e r v e y ^ has applied the principle of minimum
entropy production to set up a criterion for the superfluid flow to become unstable.

He argues that, If the

rate of energy dissipation due to the Gorter-Melllnk
force Is small compared to the rate of energy dissipation
due to the normal fluid, the flow is stable and the twofluid model is valid.

Meservey called the ratio of these

two rates of energy dissipation

the Gorter number (G) and

said that, for isothermal flow, instability will occur for
G greater than unity.
Meservey has applied the Gorter number to the case of
an oscillating boundary and has obtained
G - f2 (T)*V-d

(1.15)

where*V Is the velocity, d is a characteristic dimension,
1/2
f«(T) - (p_p_ A/n )
, and A is the coefficient appearing
c,
b n
n
in the Gorter-Mellink force (see Eq. (1,11)),

If d is

taken as the penetration depth in the normal fluid, then
Eq.

(1.15) is very similar in form to the empirical

Reynolds number Rns of Donnelly and Hollls-Hallett (Eq.
(1,1*0) but the temperature dependent quantities
<P8Pn A/nn )1/2 of Eq. (1.15) and (pt P n )1 / 2/ p » e of Eq. (1.1H)
agree only down to about 1.6°K. after which the curve for
(V°d) versus temperature for G ■ 1 is much higher than the
experimental disk results.
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3.

Discussion

This section Is devoted to a discussion of some of
the Inadequacies of the above-mentioned models.

Although

the concept of vortex lines In helium II Is widely accepted
and Is In good qualitative and In some cases, quantitative
agreement with experimental results, It does have some
drawbacks In its application to oscillating boundary
experiments.

Unlike the clean picture of a distribution

of lines parallel to the axis of rotation In a uniform
rotation experiment, the vortex lines in an oscillating
boundary experiment are probably In the form of tangled
knots which lead to difficulty in making quantitative
predictions.

C. C. L i n ^ has pointed out some difficul

ties with the vortex line model.

He claims that the

observation of a resonance phenomenon by Hall with a disk
oscillating In a uniformly rotating bucket of helium II
can be explained as a classical result of corloils forces,
whereas Hall used "vortex waves" to explain his results.
Likewise Lin points out that the assumption of vortex lines
with macroscopic lengths is not easy to justify for it
requires a "mammoth structure involving millions of atoms
correlated over macroscopic distances."
An examination of Lin's

4o

continuum theory, which has

been offered as an alternative to the vortex line picture,

44

C. C. Lin, o£. clt. , 138.
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shows that It has not been widely applied nor has it been
very successful.

Gribben's application of Lin's theory to

the oscillating disk does not predict the critical amplilic
tude.
Snyder J has shown that the application of Lin's
theory to second sound modes In a rotating cubical cavity
does not agree with the experimental results.
The Qorter-Mellink mutual-friction force has been
fairly successful when applied to thermal conductivity In
capillaries, but Its only application to oscillating
07
systems (ZwannikenJ 1) was unsuccessful.
Donnelly and Hollls-Hallett's correlation of the
critical velocities for oscillating experiments is based
on the result that ♦(J «

t

results of Oamtsemlidze,

1/2
21

which disagrees with the
and Taylor and Dash.

22

Equation (1.1M) for Rn8 uses the kinematic viscosity of
the normal fluid vn in its expression for the penetration
depth U n ), but uses the high amplitude kinematic viscosity
v

©

in its expression for the Reynolds number; it seems

unlikely that both kinematic viscosities should be involved
at the same amplitude.

Finally, it has not yet been

possible to give a physical significance to Rn& such as
the ratio of Inertial to vIbcous forces as in the case of
an ordinary Reynolds number.

iic
„
JH. A. Snyder and P. J. Westervelt, Phys. Rev.
Letters 1£, 7^8 (1965).
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Besides the criticism made above concerning Meservey*s
theory, Peshkov has pointed out that the Qorter number,
which depends weakly on temperature, does not match the
temperature dependence of the critical velocities for
thermal counter-flow In wide capillaries.
Thus, we see that none of the models discussed above
Is completely successful.

However, It seems that the con

cept of vortex lines In the superfluld Is the most
successful and therefore provides the most likely mechanism
for the breakdown of superfluidity.

CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
As etated In Chapter I, the main objective of this
investigation is to study the force exerted by helium II
on a cylinder oscillating translationally at high ampli
tudes.

It was also pointed out that this force is made

up of two components:

an inertial part (in phase with the

acceleration) related to the period of the oscillation (r),
and a dissipative part (in phase with the velocity) re
lated to the log decrement of the oscillation (D).
the simultaneous measurement of
mines the force.

t

Thus,

and D completely deter

In this investigation both the period

and the log decrement have been measured as functions of
the amplitude of the oscillation (A).

The significant

parameters involved in these measurements are the helium
bath temperature, the radius of the cylinder, and the
period of oscillation.
Figure 1 (page 2) contains a sketch of the experimental
arrangement, Including the liquid helium cryostat and a
typical experimental oscillator with the symbols used for
the significant dimensions.

Table I(page 3) contains a

list of the dimensions of the three oscillators used in
our experiment.

Table II gives a list of the experiments

performed and shows the range over which the period and

Table 2

Run

Oscillator

Average
Cylinder
Period________ Radius
.634 cm

I

1

II

1

9.01

.634

III

1

4.03

.634

IV

2

3.9

.158

V

3

10.5

.149

VI

i*

19.9

.634

e
Note:

20.5 sec

The only difference between Runs I and

VI is that the average low amplitude log decre
ment in Run VI is approximately one-third of the
decrement In Run I.

This was accomplished by

using a stiffer fiber for Run VI and attaching
a small inertial disk to the suspension rod
(above the bath) to achieve the same period.
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the radius of the cylinder have been varied.
the bath temperature was varied from the
down to about 1.2°K.

In each run

a -point

(2.172°K)

Also, whenever possible, experiments

were performed In helium I above the A-point.
A.

Techniques of Measurement

The oscillator was attached to a pyrex rod and
suspended from a quartz torsion fiber into the helium
cryostat as shown in Fig. 1.

The oscillator was deflected

from rest by passing a current pulse through a pair of
Helmholtz colls mounted on either side of the mirror; the
magnetic field of these colls exerted a torque on a mag
netized needle attached to the mirror.

Amplitude measure

ments were performed using the optlcal-lever technique,
with a beam of light reflected by the suspension mirror
onto a curved scale of 50 cm radius.

The periods of

oscillation were measured electronically using a Computer
Measurements Corporation Model 226 counter-timer as a
time base.

The timer was started and stopped by pulses

from a photomultiplier tube; a second light beam, reflected
from the mirror, fell upon the photomultiplier whenever
the oscillator passed through its initial rest position.
For more detailB concerning preparation and calibration
of the quartz fibers, construction of the lucite oscil
lators, and details of the electronic circuitry the reader
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Is referred to the theses of B. J. G o o d , ^ R. 0. H u s s e y , ^
q
and G. R. Kimball.
The temperature of the helium bath was determined
by vapor pressure measurements, using an Octoil-S mano
meter between 2.172°K. and 1.2°K. and a McLeod gauge below
lij
1.2°K.; the 1958 Helium Temperature Scale ' was used
throughout.

To make measurements at any fixed temperature,

the vapor pressure of the bath was held constant by using
48
a tubular membrane manostat as described by J. R. Long.
Temperatures down to 0.88°K. were obtained when the helium
vapor was removed from the cryostat through a four-inch
diameter pumping line in conjunction with a high capacity
booster-diffuslon pump (Consolidated Vacuum Corporation,
model MB-300).

However, use of the four-inch pumping line

made it difficult to level the cryostat, so most of the
measurements were made at temperatures above 1.2°K.
B.

Analysis

Experimental results for the amplitude and the
period of the oscillation from a typical run are shown

46

B.
J. Good, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
Louisiana State University (1958).
47
4
'The 1958 He Scale of Temperatures; H. van Dijk,
M Durleux, J. R. Clement, and J. K. Logan; National
Bureau of Standards Monograph 10(U.S. Gov. Printing
Office:
Washington, I960).
48

J. R. Long, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
Louisiana State University (1965).
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in Pig.2a, where t/x is the number of periods following
an Initial high amplitude observation at t * 0.

The log

decrement D is defined as the negative of the slope of
the inA versus t/x data (D ■ - x [ d ( l n A ) / d t ] ) T h u s , from
Fig.2a, as the oscillations damp out, D Is seen to de
crease and

t

to increase until both become constant at

low amplitudes.

It is this region of constant period and

decrement where Stokes' theory is considered to hold.
The experimental data were analyzed in the following
way:

(1) the critical amplitudes below which the period

and the decrement are constant were determined as func
tions of the experimental parameters in order to
associate the critical amplitudes with a similarity
parameter; and (2) at amplitudes greater than critical,
the changes in the period (St ) and in the log decrement
(AD) from their respective constant low amplitude values
«

(t

and Dq ) were related to the changes in the inertial

and dissipative components of the force.
1.

Critical Amplitudes

The critical amplitudes from the period data (A )
4

V

and from the log decrement data (A') were determined
V

from plots of

t

and D versus the amplitude of oscillation.

The following approximate expression, which is valid for
small damping, was used in calculating D:
D - m ( A n/An+1)

(2.1)

OSC. 2
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where the Integer subscript n Indicates the amplitude A
at time t ■ n x .

This value of D was associated with the

average amplitude (AR + An+1)/2.

The Period - was deter

mined from the time interval between every other traverse
of the photomultiplier by the light beam reflected from
the suspension mirror.

The measured value of

was

t

associated with the amplitude recorded a quarter of a
cycle before the final traverse of the photomultiplier.
Following the scheme which has just been outlined,
the period and the log decrement were obtained in terms
of the oscillation amplitude and were plotted as in
Fig,2b .

In order to get a precise measure of A

w

and A',
C

as well as of Ar and AD, accurate determinations of the
constant low amplitude values of xQ and DQ were required.
From a consideration of the data points for D and x as
shown in Fig.2b, an estimate was made of A
respectively.

c

and A',
c

All of the data points at amplitudes less

than these estimates were averaged.

These average values

were designated as xQ and D q and were superimposed on the
data points for r and D.

A smooth curve was then fit to

all of the x and D data above the estimated critical
amplitudes, and the amplitudes at which these curves
Intersected the average horizontal lines (rQ and Dq ) were
called the critical amplitudes (A

c

and A M .
c

An alternate

method used for determining A£ was to consider the plot
of (£nA) versus (t/x) in Fig.2a .

A straight line was

k2

fit to the data for large values of t/xj the slope of
this line was taken as DQ , and the amplitude at which the
values of (inA) began to deviate from the straight line
was taken as A£.

Both of these methods for determining

A' were used and were found to give consistent results,
c
2.

High Amplitude Data

Since we are Interested only in effects due to the
cylinders, any change in the periqd or decrement of the
two disks between which the cylinders are mounted (see
Pig. 1) must be taken into account.

Thus, for every

experiment made with a particular oscillator a calibrating
run must be made with the same average period and size of
disks.

For small changes due to the disks it can be

assumed that
Ax(cylinders) * At(oscillator) - At(disks)
s
AD(cylinders) * AD(oscillator) - AD(disks)

(
\2 .2 )
•

As can be seen from Pig.2b, once the values of A , A ’,
C

t

o

and D
o

C

are known, values of At and AD for the cylinders

can be obtained by measuring the vertical distances from
To or Do t0 the 8mooth curves through the data points and
making the appropriate disk corrections.
In order to relate the changes in the log decrement
and the period at high amplitudes to the change in the
force on the cylinders, the equation of motion of the
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oscillating cylinder is first considered in an ordinary
viscous fluid.

For small damping, the equation of motion

of the torsion pendulum is given by
19 + ( 2 I D / O 0 + 4*2 a 6 - 0

(2.3)

where I is the virtual moment of inertia (i.e., the
moment of inertia” of the oscillator plus the induced
moment of inertia), D is the log decrement, a is the
torsion constant of the fiber (defined by o ■ I/ t 2), e is
the angular deflection, and the dots signify time deriva
tives.

From

Eq.

(1.4) we obtain the expression for

dissipative part of the force on

the

a singlecylinder

oscillating along the x-axis.
F(dissipative) ■ -k'M'wx

(2.4)

where M* is the mass of fluid displaced, w is the angular
frequency, and x ■ 0d.

Thus, the torque which this force

exerts about the axis of rotation is given by M'k'wQd2 .
This expression may be related to the second term of
Eq.

(2.3) with the result (for two cylinders)
k’ -

a T* D.
2irM'd2

(2.5)

For amplitudes greater than critical when D begins to
increase, the change in log decrement AD may be related
to the change in the damping coefficient by
Ale i . —
2*M'd2

ad

(2.6)

where the small changes In

t

at larger amplitudes (less

than 1$) are neglected,
In the case of helium II, Hussey

12

has shown that

for small amplitude oscillations, the normal fluid alone
contributes to the dissipative force and thus for liquid
helium

let . -----

d

(2 .7 )

2w2a 2hpnd 2
where (ira2hpn ) is the mass of normal fluid displaced by
one cylinder.

If one assumes that above the critical

amplitude the change In damping Is due to a breakdown of
Stokes' theory in the normal fluid alone then it follows
in analogy with (2.6) that

Ak' - ---- — --- AD

(2 .8 )

2ir2a 2hpnd 2
If, however, there is a breakdown of superfluidity for
high amplitude oscillations in liquid helium, then one
might expect that the superfluid would contribute to the
excess dissipation and that Eq. (2.8) would have to be
written

AD
k t . -----2w2a 2hpeff.d2

(2.9)

where Peff ^ Pn at any temperature.

In order to find an expression for Ak (the change in
the inertial force coefficient), we first consider the
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case of an ordinary viscous fluid.

The added moment of

Inertia for the two cylinders about the axis of rotation
may be expressed as I* ■ 2M'd2k.

The added moment of

Inertia Is determined experimentally by measuring the
period of oscillation in the fluid (t) and in vacuum (Ty )
and is given by
1*

- o (t 2 - T 2 ) .

Equating the two expressions gives
a(t2

-

t2 )

k - -------- —
2M'dJ

.

(2.10)

Since Ty is a constant, the change In k at high amplitudes
Is given by
Ak

. 21—

at

.

(2.11)

M ’d 2
For liquid helium II, Hussey

12

cylinders I' * 2ita2d 2h[p + pn (k-l)].

showed that for two
Thus, if the change

in period at high amplitudes is due to a breakdown in the
normal fluid, It follows that
Ak «

ai

(2.12)

at

tia2d2hpn
in analogy with Eq.

(2.8).

Likewise, if a breakdown of

superfluidity occurs, we assume In analogy with Eq.

Ak « --------

_
*>

™ * a * h p eff

at

.

(2.9)

(2 .1 3 )

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The two-fold purpose of this chapter Is to summarize
the results of the experiments which were described In
Ch. II and to compare the results with those of similar
experiments in ordinary fluids and In liquid helium.
chapter Is organized under the following topics::

The

(A) a

presentation of the results obtained from the log decrement
measurements, Including the A ’ and Ak1data (see Fig.2b
for definitions); (B) a comparison of the log decrement
results with those obtained in ordinary fluid experiments
and in liquid helium experiments; (C) a presentation of
the results obtained from the period measurements,
including the A

v

and Ak data; (0) a discussion of the

period results in terms of their consistency with part (A);
and (E) a calculation of the magnitude and the phase of
the resultant force of liquid helium on the oscillating
cylinder.
A.
1,

Log Decrement Results
Critical Amplitudes

The critical amplitude A£ at which the log decrement
begins to increase has been measured as a function of the
46
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period of oscillation, the cylinder radius, and the helium
bath temperature (kinematic viscosity).

A comparison of

the results of Runs I, II, and III and of Runs IV and V
(see Table II) determines the dependence of the critical
amplitudes on period, since in each of the two series of
runs the cylinder radius was held constant while the period
alone was changed.

The results for A£ from these two

serie's of runs are shown in Pig. 3,

These values for A£

have been obtained from an average of the results of the
two Independent methods discussed in Ch. II.

In practi-

cally all cases, the results of the two methods agreed
within experimental error.

It should be noted in Pig. 3

that the results for A* in Run VI agree with those for
Run I, Indicating that A* is not a function of the magniV

tude of the low amplitude damping.

Figure 3 shows that

if an empirical* curve C^(T) is fit through the data of
Run I, It is possible to fit curveB to Runs II and III by
multiplying C ^ T ) by the fourth root of the ratio of the
periods of Runs II or III to the period of Run I.

Similar

results are found for Runs IV and V where much smaller
cylinders were used:
(r^y/ty)

C2 (T) Is fit to Run V and

CgCT) fits Run IV.

The lack of data in Run IV

for A£ below 1.8°K is caused by the large disk correction
in this region, i.e. the critical velocity effects on the
disk obscure the contribution of the cylinders to the
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damping.

The above results may be summarized by the

following proportionality:
(3.1)
The parameter

t

has been varied by a factor of about 5,

the fourth root of which Is well outside of the estimated
uncertainty In A' (4

to 12%).

v

A comparison of Runs II and V and Runs III and IV
shows the dependence of

on the cylinder radius a.

In

each of these two series of runs the period Is held
approximately constant while a is varied.

Fig. 4 shows

that the dependence of A£ on the radius can be determined
in the same fashion as was Its dependence on the period.
The result is the proportionality:
A' - (a)l/2

(3.2)

v

Curves for ( a y / a ^

C^(T) and (aiv^ixi?1^ 1*

are

shown in Fig. 4 to indicate the sensitivity of our data
to the exponent of the parameter a.

The result of con

sidering the dependences of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) jointly
is given In Fig. 5 where the quantity F(T), defined by

F(T) -

A'
S—
(aM'A

. [(omi/8ec)l/:‘]

(3.3)

is plotted versus the helium temperature for Runs I-V.
Since the dimension of the kinematic viscosity is
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[cm2/aec], F(T) may be related to an effective kinematic
viscosity

by
F(T) «

(3.A)

Thus, our results for the critical amplitude may be
summarized by the expression
k'c ■ c(a2Tveff,)1/'‘

(.3*5)

where c is a dlmenslonless constant which will be deter
mined In a later section, and veff Is chosen to account
for the observed dependence of A^ on the temperature of
the liquid helium.
2.

Results for A k 1

It was shown in Ch. II that the change in the log
decrement AD at high amplitudes (A > A ) can be related
to the change in the dissipative force coefficient A k 1.
When the extra dissipation comes from the normal fluid
only, the correct relation was shown to be
Alt' - ---- — ---- AD
2n2Pna 2hd2

(2.8)

If, however, a breakdown of superfluidity occurs, then all
or part of the superfluid should contribute to the excess
dissipation, and pn in Eq. (2.8) should be replaced by an
effective density Peff [see Eq.

(2.9)].
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The results obtained In ordinary fluids^Indicate that
the quantity A k 1 Is Independent of fluid density and vis
cosity for relative amplitudes (R - A/a) less than about
three; all of the liquid helium results are for relative
amplitudes In this range.

Therefore, since the only

significant parameters which are functions of the liquid
helium temperature are the liquid density and viscosity,
It will be assumed t h a t , In liquid helium> Ak* Is inde
pendent of temperature.

Figure 6 shows the results from

Run I for Ak' calculated using Eq.
are typical of all of our runs.

(2.8).

These results

At any given relative

amplitude the magnitude of A k 1 appears to be Independent
of temperature for temperatures close to the x-polnt
(1.9°K < T <• 2.17°K).

(It will be shown in the next sec

tion that the magnitude of Ak* for these higher temperatures
is In good quantitative agreement with ordinary fluids.)
For lower temperatures Ak* increases rapidly as the temp
erature decreases, indicating that pn is no longer the
appropriate density.

Assuming that A k 1 should be Indepen

dent of temperature, Eq.
effective density

(2.9) Is used to calculate an

(-pn ^*

18 significant that at

each temperature a single scale factor Peff suffices to
bring the data Into coincidence at all amplitudes; this
important result is shown in Figs. 7 through 11.

Figure

12 shows the quantity Peff/p plotted versus temperature

Ak
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and shows Its comparison with Pn/p.

For the higher

temperatures P6ff s Pn as expected, but below about 1.8°K
a certain fraction of superfluid apparently contributes
to the excess dissipation.

Considering the values of

Peff/o In Pig. 12 at about 1.3°K it can be seen that
(peff/p ) •

The results for (peff/p) for Run IV

are inconsistent with the rest of the data which may be
due to the large erfect of the disks In this run.
B.

Comparison,of Log Decrement Results
1.

Comparison with Ordinary Fluids

Kimball's^ result for the critical amplitude from
log decrement measurements In ordinary fluids is A' «
w

C(xa)1/ 2 where x is the penetration depth and C * 1.

This

relation may be written as
AJ * (a2t y/tr) 1^ t*
which is of the same form as Eq. (3.5).

(3-6)
Since liquid

helium II close to the X-polnt is almost totally normal
fluid, we shall assume as a firBt trial that for tempera
tures (T * 2.1°K), veff. defined in Eq. (3.5) is equal to
\>n , the kinematic viscosity of the normal fluid.

Figure

13 is a dlmensionleas plot of the experimentally measured
relative critical amplitude (R’ * A'/a) vs. (x/a)1/2.
c
c
This figure Includes the ordinary fluid results as well
as the liquid helium results near the A-point.

From this

graph it is seen that the order of magnitude of the helium
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II results for R^ Is consistent with an extrapolation of
the ordinary fluid data.

This is significant since the

kinematic viscosity of helium II close to the X-point is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the average kinematic
viscosity of the ordinary fluids used.

A smooth curve

could be fit through most of the data in Pig. 13; however,
the data

are fit better by two different straight

one through the ordinary fluid

data

andthe

lines,

other through

the liquid helium data, both intersecting the origin but
having different slopes.

Thus, from Fig, 13, we see that

for ordinary fluids
- 1 .12/nr

(3»7)

and that for liquid helium close to the X-point
A i ■ 1^8/xJJa
where XR *(vn i/n)l^ 2 .

(3.8)

For lower temperatures in liquid

helium, it is assumed that Xn can be replaced by
xeff * /^eff t/ tt1 , where veff. is an effective kinematic
viscosity.

Values of

obtained this way are presented

in the next section (B.2).
Kimball^ found that his results for the A k 1 data in
ordinary fluids were best correlated when p & s

of Ak' vs.

( R - R M were used, where R is the relative amplitude (A/a)
c
and R* is the relative critical amplitude (A'/a).
c
c
(R-RM
C

For

< 2.0, Kimball's data could be expressed by the

empirical relation:

The results In liquid helium for Ak* close to the X-point
appear to be at variance with these results.

Figures 14

and 15 show that the different helium runs have better
correlation with each other (and also show reasonably good
agreement with the results of ordinary fluids) when Ak*
Is plotted versus R Instead of R-R'.
v

Figure 14 gives the

results for the helium Runs I - III where the cylinder
size is fixed (a - .634 cm) and the period varies between
20 sec and 4 sec.

For Ak' vs. (R-R„), the helium II data
v

shows a period dependence and is not In good agreement
with Eq. (1.9).

For Ak* vs. R there is no apparent period

dependence In the helium data, which also agrees fairly
well at higher amplitudes with data for Ak* In water with
the same size cylinder.

Figure 15 gives the results for

helium Runs III and IV, where the period of both runs is
approximately 4 sec and the respective cylinder radii are
.634 cm and .159 cm.

For Ak' vs. (R-R ) we see a strong
G

dependence on radius and no apparent correlation with
Eq.

(1.9).

For Ak* vs. R, the data from Run H I approach

the data from Run IV at higher amplitudes and both are in
fair agreement with the results obtained with water.
Although It is a somewhat speculative extrapolation of
the experimental data, it appears from Figure 15 that
when Ak1 Is plotted versus relative amplitude, the results

Ak'
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become Independent of cylinder radius for relative
amplitude? greater than 1.
Therefore, the following overall picture emerges:
(1) for R < R„,

Ak' - 0 (by definition of R_)j (2) R rt

w

v

v

itself depends upon period and radius [R_ « ( v t / s 2 ) 1/ 1*
from Eq. (3-5)3# so for R„ < R < 1 there is a transition
w

region in which A k 1 also depends on both period and radius;
(3) for R > 1 ,

A k 1 is represented by a universal curve

which is independent of period and radius.

With these

ideas in mind, we have plotted in Figure 16 our two runs
with small cylinders (which extend up to higher relative
amplitudes) and compared them with Kimball's results for
ordinary liquids.

Run IV is quite consistent with the

ordinary fluid results at all amplitudes (and also is
represented fairly well by the empirical relation
Ak* • 0.17 R 2).

Run V is not consistent with the

other results, and we offer the following suggestions:
all of these experiments (Kimball's in ordinary liquids
and ours in liquid helium) have been carried out with the
cylinder axis a fixed distance (2 cm) from the axis of
rotation; the single exception is Run V, in which this
distance was 1.32 cm; we suggest that the differences
between Runs IV and V in Figure 16 are due to a dependence
of Ak' on this distance (the distance d in Fig. 1).

We

have not explored this dependence further, and have no
explanation for this puzzling result.

However, if the

#
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distance d Is fixed, all our results are consistent with
the overall picture offered above.
2.

Comparison with Previous Liquid Helium Results

In Chapter I the following expression was given to
show the range of critical velocities observed In previous
oscillating boundary experiments:
vG

« Pa”p
5

(1.10)

where 1/4 < p < 1/2
and

0 < q < 1/2.

The critical amplitude A* can be related to a corresponding
c
critical velocity by the expression
v*

w

- 2ifA*/t .

(3.9)

C

It follows from Eq. (3.5) that, for our oscillating cylin
der experiments in helium II v£ *
the range given by Eq. (1.10).

t -3/

1*, which is outside

Likewise, our v' increases

slightly with decreasing temperature in direct disagree
ment with the sharp decrease of v
ture expressed by Eq.

(1.10) (p

G

with decreasing tempera-

increases by a factor of

35 as the temperature is lowered from 2.17°K to 1.3°K).
A comparison of Eqs.

(3.5) and (3.8) shows that the

dlmenslonless constant c of Eq. (3.5) can be evaluated to
be 1 . 4 8 A 1/**, or that c ■ 1.12.

Thus, the magnitude of

veff can be determlne<i from the smooth curve in Pig. 5*
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Figure 17 Is a plot of

vs. temperature; It also shows

v (the normal fluid kinematic viscosity) and v (Donnelly
n
*
and Hollis-Hallett's effective kinematic viscosity).
T < 1.9°K,

and

For

are in fair agreement with each

other, but both quantities are much less than vn>

There

fore, our result here is similar to that of Donnelly and
Hollis-Hallett (see Eq. 1.14):

that the breakdown of

superfluidity Is determined by a kinematic viscosity which
depends only slightly on temperature.
The critical velocity effects discussed in Chapter I
and the oscillating cylinder results treated above are both
characterized by an Increase in damping with amplitude.
Furthermore, as discussed in section B.2.c. of Chapter I,
pii
Bablldze
observed a monotonlc Increase of the attenuation
of second sound given by Ay « (v - v )3/ 2 .
c
in section B of this chapter that

It was observed

the A k 1data

correlate best when it was plotted as

seemed to

function of the rela

tive amplitude R; and that, for values of R > 1, A k 1
Increased as R 2 .

However, since Bablldze makes no such

determination of the dependence of Ay on v only, an attempt
has been made here to fit the Ak'data by
the origin.

Figure 16 Bhows that

of the form .39(R - .55)3/ 2 .

considering

the A k fdata

fit

RQ as
a curve

Since the velocity of the

cylinder is proportional to R, the two coefficients A k 1 and
Ay appear to have the same functional form.
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C.
1.

Period Results

Critical Amplitudes

The amplitude (A_) above which the period of oscillation
c
is no longer constant has been determined according to the
procedures outlined in Chapter II (see especially Fig. 2b).
Data for kQ as a function of temperature have been obtained
from Runs I-IV.

The results for the critical amplitudes

are summarized In Fig. 18 where the quantity A„/(a2T)l/4 is
c
plotted versus temperature.

ThiB is the same type of plot,

that was given for A£ in Fig. 5.

The curve [c(veff)l/ l|3 is

the same curve as obtained from the data of Fig. 5.

Thus,

there seems to be close agreement between the critical
amplitude AQ obtained from period measurement and the cri
tical amplitude A' obtained from the damping.
2.

Results for Ak

As was shown in Chapter II, the decrease in the period
of oscillation (a t ) at high amplitudes (A > A ) can be
w

related to the change in the inertial coefficient (Ak)
using an equation with the form of Eq. (2.12).

If, in

analogy with the Ak1 data, Ak at any amplitude A > AQ is
assumed to be independent of temperature, it is found that
Eq. (2.13) must be used to calculate Ak and that an effec
tive density (pef^

>

Pn ) must be determined such that Ak

is Independent of temperature, where
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Ak - ----— ----

1ra2d2hpeff

At .

(2.13)

Figures 19-22 show the results obtained when Ak Is
calculated using Eq. (2.13).

As was the case for the Ak*

data, It can be seen that, with the exception of the slight
temperature dependence at the higher amplitudes for Run I
In Fig. 19, a single scale factor Peff suffices to make Ak
Independent of temperature for all amplitudes.

As was

discussed earlier In Run IV, the large effects of the disks
at temperature below 1.8°K did not allow any significant
data to be obtained below this temperature.

Figure 23

shows the results of Peff./P calculated using Eq. (2,13).
These results are qualitatively similar to Peff/P calcu
lated from the damping (see Fig. 12); however, the values
of'Peff/p for Ak are consistently less than the corresponding
ratio calculated for Ak1.

At the lower temperatures,

Peff/p depends (Inversely) on the period
Peff/p is proportional to

t " 1/ 2;

t

.

At 1,3°K,

however, the data is less

reliable here, and the results are probably consistent with
the

t" V -

D.

dependence in Fig. 12.

Comparison of Period Results with Damping Results
The purpose of this section is to show that the results

for Ak

are similar to those for 4k' given In part B.

Figure 24 shows plots of Ak vs. (R - R ) and Ak vs. R for
v
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Runs I-III at temperatures close to the X point,

The

results here are similar to the results for Ak' plotted in
Fig. 14 where the cylinder size is fixed and the period de
pendence is determined.

As in Fig. 14, Ak vs. (R - R )
v

shows a marked period dependence, whereas Ak vs. R is
practically Independent of period.

Figure 25 shows plots

of Ak vs. (R - R„) and Ak vs. R for Runs III and IV.
c

These

results are again slmlldr to the results for Ak' (Fig. 15):
Where Ak is plotted as a function of R - R Q , there is a
definite dependence on cylinder size, but for Ak vs. R, we
see that Ak from Run III extrapolates to Run IV at higher
values of R(R > 1).
As in the case of the Ak' data, it again appears
(although the evidence from the Ak results is not as con
clusive) that there are three regions of flow:

(1) for

R < R , Ak * 0; (2) for R„ < R < 1, there is a transition
c
c
region in which Ak depends on both period and cylinder
radius; (3) for R > 1, it appears possible to represent the
Ak data by a universal curve Independent of period and
radius.

Figure 26 shows a plot of Ak vs. R for Run IV

(which extends to higher relative amplitudes than the
others); from it we find that the function Ak * -.077(R)3
fits the Ak data up to R • 2.2.
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E.

The Magnitude and Phase of the Force
On the Cylinder

As was stated in Chapter I, Stokes

found that the

force exerted by a viscous fluid on a cylinder oscillating
about its diameter is given by
F ■ -M'Ckv + wk'v]
where v *

(1.4)

Thus, it is se&n that F may be expressed

in terms of a complex force of the form
F - -M'wCk' + lk]v .

(3.10)

If one defines the dlmenslonless force on the cylinder to
«

be F

* F/Muv, then the magnitude and the phase of this

force are given respectively by
|P*| - l-^-l • /k2 + k'2 '
Mwv

(3.11)

+ * t a n ^ C k / k 1)

(3.12)

and
.

The phase angle + between the real and imaginary components
of the force F

is shown in the complex diagram of Fig. 27a.

Let us adopt the convention that all quantities
subscripted with a "of refer to values obtained for
low amplitude oscillations, and that non-subscripted forces,
phases, and force constants refer to motion above the
critical amplitude.

Thus, from Fig. 27b, it is apparent

Tra

FIG, 2 7 a

M <*> A k
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t.
MVTR!
M

w

K.

tr '
'M'ujAk

FIG.

27b
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that

tan

lc

ko +

Ak

♦ - p - • E i ■; -jp
o

(3.13)

and that
IF*)2 - |F*|2 + 2(k Ak + k'Ak') + Ak2 +Ak'2 .
1 1
o
o
o
The results of applying Eqs.

(3 -lA)

(3.13) and (3.1^) to the

data of Runs I-IV are shown In Figs. 28 and 29» respectively.
Figure 28 Is a plot of tan 4 vs. R which shows that at high
amplitudes the force is almost In phase with the cylinder
velocity,

and that the phase angle becomes

radius and period.

At low amplitudes,

Independent of

the force is almost

In phase with the cylinder acceleration, and the phase angle
depends on both radius and period as expected from Stokes'
theory.

A closer consideration of this data has shown that

at high amplitude tan 4 exponentially approaches a very
small number {at least as small as .05 or 4 * 2°).
e
e
«
Figure 29 shows a plot of (F - Fo )/Fq v s . R where
£

F

was calculated using Eq.

(3.14). 1 Unlike the previous

high amplitude results, there does not appear to be a
tendency for Runs I-III to approach the values of Run IV
at larger values of R.

The data from Run IV Indicates that

the fractional change In the force initially decreases at
lower amplitudes and reaches a minimum at a value of
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R * 2.

Itthen begins to increase rapidly

for values

of R > 2.6.

Run IVcould be

fit by

and

F

t

#

> FQ

It was found that the data for
a curve of the form aR**

with a ■ .028 and 0 - .076.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
It Is Intended in these concluding sections to examine
the experimental results, in order to accomplish the
following objectives:

1) to analyze the correlated exper

imental data in order to determine whether a breakdown of
superfluidity can be effected by the translational oscilla
tion of cylinders in helium II; and 2) to interpret the
experimental results by proposing a plausible explanation
of the observed effects.

Thus, this chapter will be divided

into the following sections:

A.

Summary of Results, B.

Analysis, C. Interpretation, and D. Conclusions.
A.

Summary of Results

The critical amplitude A , determined independently
c
from period and damping, can be represented by

where

t

A0 - 1.48 (veff t a*/.)1 A

( 3.8)

I s the period and a is the cylinder radius.

The

effective kinematic viscosity veff, which depends only
weakly on temperature

(Pig. 17), is set equal to the normal

fluid kinematic viscosity close to the lambda point; the
resulting coefficient, 1.48, is In good agreement with the
value of 1.12 found in ordinary liquids.
91

Furthermore the

92
dependence of kQ on

t

and a given In Eq.

(3.8) Is the same

as that observed In ordinary liquids.
The damping coefficient k' is found to Increase with
amplitude; the change Ak' can be represented by
Ak* - 0.17 R2

(R > 1)

(4.1)

%

where R is the relative amplitude.

Similarly, the change

in the added mass coefficient k can be represented by
A k - -0.077
The values

R3

of Ak' and Ak were

(1 < R < 2.2).

(4.2)

calculated from the observed

changes in damping and period respectively (see Eqs. 2.12
and 2.8).

In order to make the values of Ak*

and Ak inde

pendent of temperature, it was necessary to introduce an
effective density, P
to p

This effective density, normalized

at the lambda point (2.172°K), has the following

properties:

(1) it is Independent of amplitude at all

temperatures;

(2) for 2.1°K < T < 2.17°. , it is equal to

P n and is independent of period; and (3) at 1.3°K, it is
greater than p n and depends inversely on period by an
equation of the formfpeff/^Kr”n with 0.6 < n<0.85.

At the

lower temperatures (T < 1.8°K) the effective densities
determined from the period are less than those determined
from the damping (see Pigs.
of P

to

p

12 and 25).

The normalization

at the lambda point gives values of Ak' in

good agreement with those observed in ordinary liquids.

B.

Analysis

The following experimental evidence Indicates that,
for helium II temperatures close to the lambda point
(between 2.17°K and 2.1°K), the changes In the period and
In the damping are associated with a departure from Stokes'
theory for the normal fluid component:
1)

In both ordinary liquids and In helium II, the

critical amplitude (A ) varies as (a)1/ 2 and ( t )*/**.
2)

If

■ vn , then the magnitude of Ac Is consis

tent with ordinary liquids.
3)

If Peff 1® Independent of amplitude and period (as

for an ordinary liquid), then Ak'
dent of

t

R 2 and Ak' Is indepen

, both of which are consistent with ordinary

liquids.
4)

If P eff ■ P n » then the magnitude of

Ak' is in

agreement with the results in ordinary liquids.
At the lower temperatures in helium II, T = 1.3°K,
the following experimental evidence indicates that at
least a portion of the superfluid contributes, along with
the normal fluid, to the changes observed In the period
and in the damping:
v eff << v n
2)

If

3)

Likewise, p eff. depends inversely on x .

a

k' is independent of temperature, then p eff >

p n*

However, it should be pointed out that the dependence
AQ •< (a2!)1/ 1* still holds and that, since Peff ie indepen
dent of amplitude, Ak'aC R2

still holds; these two results

are the same as observed in ordinary liquids.

Therefore,

it appears that the same physical behavior is involved
even at the lower temperatures, but that the effective
fluid properties are different.
Thus, the experimental evidence indicates that .when
circular cylinders perform translational oscillations at
high amplitudes in helium II, a departure from the viscous
fluid theory of Stokes occurs.

At helium II temperatures

close to the lambda point there is a breakdown of Stokes'
theory in the normal fluid component only.

Below a certain

temperature, which varies between approximately 2.1°K and
1.9°K (depending on the period), a portion of the super
fluid component contributes to the changes observed in the
Stokes coefficients.
C.

Interpretation

It was suggested in a previous chapter that the
observed Increase in damping above the critical amplitude
could result from a separation of the flow from the aft
portion of the oscillating cylinder.

This phenomenon

19
was observed in water by Keulegan and Carpenter. *

A
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ilQ

recent theoretical treatment * of flow separation from an
oscillating cylinder has shown that if the separation
angle (i.e. the angle measured from the direction of the
motion to the point on the cylinder where the separation
occurs) varies in a reasonable way with time during one
oscillation, there results an Increase in damping such
that the change in the Stokes' damping coefficient (ak')
is proportional to the square of the relative amplitude
(R) of the oscillation.

This result would appear to

support the idea that the phenomenon being observed is
that of separated flow.
As discussed in Ch. Ill, an effective kinematic
viscosity with weak temperature dependence is consistent
with the correlation of critical velocity experiments with
oscillating disks and spheres due to Donnelly and Holllsiio
Hallett
(see Pig. 13)*
Likewise, a very recent work by
Andronlkashvlll, et a l .,

*50

has measured the viscous

penetration depth of a disk oscillating at supercritical
velocities and has shown that at a given temperature the
effective penetration depth is less than the penetration
depth at subcrltlcal velocities.

Andronlkashvlll's Inter

pretation of this result is that at supercritical

ilQ

«Tohn S. Bosnak, private communication.

*^E. L. Andronlkashvlll, 0. A. Gamtsemlidze, and
S. A. Dzhaparidze, Soviet Physics JETP, 23., 568 (1966).

velocities liquid helium II has an effective kinematic
viscosity given by

veff " nr/peff
where

p.ff * pn + V .
and f_ is the fraction of superfluid which takes part in
D

the process.

Andronikashvili finds that f

s

has a value

of 0.25 1.05 for helium II temperatures between 1.9°K and
1.6°K and for a period of oscillation of 10.4 seconds.
Such an effective density appears to be similar to the
correlation of the Ak' and Ak results.

If the quantity f

O

is obtained from our Ak' data of Runs I, II and III for
temperatures between 1.6°K and 1.3°K» the

value of f

s

is

found to vary approximately as the inverse of the period
of oscillation, i.e.£
t

■ 0.16 at t - 20 sec,f8 * 0.28 at

■ 9 sec, andf8 ■ 0.64 at

t

■ 4 sec; the

value at 9 sec

is in good agreement with Andronikashvili’s 10 sec results
given above.
The following argument is a possible explanation of _
the observed dependence of f. on
s

t

.

one reasonable mecha-

nism by which the superfluid could be caused to Interact
with the normal fluid is through the creation of vortex
lines in the superfluid which then interact with the
phonons and rotons of the normal fluid, causing the apparent
breakdown of superfluidity.

Let us assume that the number
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of vortex lines created in the superfluid per oscillation
is

a

constant represented by Nv>

It follows that the

number of vortex lines created in time t is given by
N(t) - Ny t/r
where

is the period of oscillation.

t

(U.5)
Next, we assume

that the quantity f. is proportional to the rate at which
0

vortex lines are created in the superfluid.

Thus, the

fraction of superfluid which takes part with the normal
fluid in the process of separation is given by

^
where

t

r

t

'f

<*•«

is a constant with the dimension of time Introduced

for dimensional purposes.
on

■ »v

The functional dependence of f8

as expressed by Eq. (4.6) is in agreement with the

experimental results.

The quantity

t r in Eq,

(4.6) might

be associated with a relaxation time characteristic of the
decay of vortices in the superfluid.
Oil
Hall
has proposed a model for the breakdown of
superfluidity in oscillating boundary experiments which
assumes a distribution in the superfluid of vortex filaments
separated from each other by an average distance

a

.

He

postulated that for an oscillating disk the critical
velooity occurs when A becomes of the order of
normal fluid penetration depth.
by

X n , the

The parameter A is defined
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r-< E T )1/Jvc

(l,-7>

where A is the Gtorter-Melllnk constant defined in Eq. (1.11),
p is the total helium II density, vQ is the critical
2»Ae
velocity defined by — j— , B is a dlmenslonless mutual fric
tion coefficient, and

k

I s the ratio of Planck's constant

h to the mass of the helium atom (i.e.,

k

I s the unit of

quantized circulation.). This model relates

the critical

velocity both to period and to temperature and gives a
proportionality between l and Xn of the order of unity.
Let us postulate that for an oscillating cylinder,
the criterion for the breakdown of superfluidity will be
governed by the

following proportionality:
i -Xn (Ac/a)

(4.8)

where (A /a) is the relative critical amplitude.
v

Thus,

the following relation may be written

»* r
where c' is a
Solving Eq.

- rn
- - <3J7>1/2*
* c kn
p

(4l9)

yet undetermined constant of proportionality.

(4.9) for the critical amplitude, one obtains

Ac

- ( 2 e , r 1 / 2 [ ( 3 5 f j k - ) 1' , , ](a~2 T’ ) l A

(4 .1 0 )

Equation (4.10) contains a temperature dependent factor
(in square brackets) along with the term (a2*)1/ 1* which is
exactly the dependence given in Eq. (3*8).

Figure 30 shows

■ Vi
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the temperature dependence of Eq. (4.10) and compares it
with the values of A /(a2x J1/ 1* obtained from the experiment,
C

For o' ■ .067, the vortex model agrees with the experimental
results at about 1.8°K.

Thus, to a first approximation,

the relative critical amplitude can be expressed by
Rc - 1 5 ( ! A n )

(4.11)

Therefore, Eq. (4.8) predicts the correct dependence of
critical amplitude on both the period and the radius and
is in fair agreement with the experimentally observed weak
temperature dependence.

However, the size of the propor

tionality constant is not of the order of unity.
An interesting interpretation of the physical
phenomenon of
obtained

theexcess

byrelating

damping at high amplitudes

the dependence of the

may be

excess damping

on amplitude to the force causing the additional dissipation.
Consider the log decrement as an energy decrement rather
than an amplitude decrement.

It may be shown quite simply

that for AE << E,
D - £§

(4.12)

where sE is the loss of energy associated with the damping
over a single cycle and E Is the total energy of the
oscillation.

In order to determine

a E,

one must calculate

the amount of dissipative work performed during one cycle
from the relation
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.13)
If P ■ cv3 where c Is a constant and v - Au sin wt, then
AE - 4cAl*jJ)w/2,%»'fsin'*wtdt)

(4.14)

Integration of Eq. (4.14) yields
(4.15)
Substituting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.12) and letting
E ■ 1/2(iw A 2/d9» one obtains
(4.16)
If Eq. (2.7) is applied to Eq. (4.16), there results
(4.17)
which agrees with the experimental results for the functional
dependence of the damping coefficient on the relative
amplitude.

Comparing the factor in parentheses in Eq.

<4.17) to the experimentally determined coefficient in
Eq.

(4.2), one can solve for the force coefficient
c ■ .23(hpeffi)

(4.18)

Thus, the experimental result that Ak’ * .17 R 2 could result
from a dissipative force of the form
F ■ (.23hpeffT)vr 3

(4.19)

I

D.
1)
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Conclusions

When cylinders execute high amplitude translational

oscillations in liquid helium, both the added mass coeffi
cient k and the damping coefficient k* depend on amplitude
above a certain critical amplitude A Q .
2)

Near the lambda point (2.172°K), the experimental

evidence Is consistent with the idea that only the normal
fluid is involved in the observed departures from low
amplitude results.
3)

At the lower temperatures (1.3°K), the experimental

evidence indicates that at least a fraction of the super
fluid is involved in the departure from low amplitude
results and therefore at least a partial breakdown of
superfluidity occurs.
4)

To describe the properties of the fluid at

supercritical amplitudes and low temperature an effective
kinematic viscosity
Introduced.

and an effective density

are

The effective kinematic viscosity is much less

than the normal fluid kinematic viscosity, is Independent
of period, and depends only weakly on temperature.

The

effective density exceeds the normal fluid density, is
Independent of amplitude, and depends inversely on period.
5)

The observed properties of the critical amplitude

at the lower temperatures can be explained in terms of
vortex lines if it Is assumed that a breakdown of

103
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«

«

superfluidity occurs when the relative amplitude is 15
times the ratio of vortex line spacing to normal fluid
penetration depth.
6)

The dependence of Peff on period can be explained

in terms of vortex lines if it is assumed that the effec
tive superfluid density is proportional to the rate of
creation of vortex lines, and that above the critical
amplitude the number of vortex lines created per oscillation
is a constant.
In summary, the high amplitude oscillation of
cylinders in liquid helium shows many features whlph are
similar (and in some cases Identical) to those observed In
ordinary liquids, and where differences occur, they can be
explained in terms of the vortex line model with a few
additional assumptions.
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